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1 Introduction

This deliverable consists of the initial implementation of mapping and localisation func-
tionalities for tasks T3.1, T3.2 and T3.3 – including essential geometric mapping and
localisation, baseline software for simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) with
heterogeneous maps, and constructing and serving several types of maps of dynamics
to the DARKO system – as well as initial software for T3.4, in terms of assessment of
localisation quality and localisation risk.

We provide links to the software repositories used by the implementation, and some
examples of the running system.

Summary of progress towards DARKO’s objectives

The overall objective of WP3 is to work towards hands-off, failure-aware construction of rich
map representations beyond mere geometry. This goal directly maps to DARKO Objective 3
(efficient deployment) as well as Objective 2 (human-robot co-production). Concretely,
we aim to address the following research questions. What are specific performance
considerations w. r. t. surface representations and robust estimation techniques and how
can learned features be efficiently used in scan matching for 3D mapping (T3.1). How can
disparate sources of spatial information (e. g., unstructured human input) be combined
in order to provide mutual benefits (T3.2)? How can we efficiently learn and represent,
and exploit, flow and activity patterns in the mapped environment (T3.3)? How can a
mapping system be endowed with introspective capabilities such that it becomes both
failure-aware and failure-resilient (T3.4)?

The prototype mapping system software implementation available as of Month 17,
which is reported in this deliverable, comprise baseline versions of software for general
lidar-based maps for navigation (T3.1), merging lidar data with floor-plan line drawings
(T3.2), creating and using several map of dynamics representations (T3.3), as well as
introspective measures for scan alignment verification (failure awareness) and alignability
maps for predicting localisation failures (failure resilience) (T3.4).

The porting efforts that have been done to make earlier work available to this project
are summarised per task in the following sections. Most of the novel implementation work
has been done in the software packages listed for T3.4 in Section 5.

Table 1: List of abbreviations

ACG auto-complete graph

MoD map of dynamics

NDT normal distributions transform

NDT-MCL normal distributions transform (NDT) Monte Carlo localisation

NDT-OM NDT occupancy map

SLAM simultaneous localisation and mapping
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2 Mapping and localisation (T3.1)

For generating 3D and 2D geometric navigation maps, we employ a graph-based SLAM
method [1, 2] based on NDT occupancy map (NDT-OM) submaps [3], implemented in
the robust_mapping repository with dependencies as listed below. For localising in the
NDT-OM map graph, we use a graph-aware version of NDT Monte Carlo localisation (NDT-
MCL) [4] (graph_map), which has served as a baseline localisation system in several other
projects as well. The output of the prototype mapping system in T3.1 is a 3D NDT-OM
map (for localisation), a 3D point cloud map (mainly for visualisation), and a 2D grid map
that can be readily integrated with standard planar motion planners.

Example output can be seen in Figure 1.
Please find below a rosinstall snippet listing the required repositories at the correct

branch.

mapping/robust_mapping:
type: g i t
ur l : git@gitsvn−nt . oru . se: i l i a d / software /robust_mapping . g i t
vers ion : darko

mapping/graph_map_public:
type: g i t
ur l : https:// gi tsvn−nt . oru . se/ software /graph_map_public . g i t
vers ion : merging

mapping/ndt_core:
type: g i t
ur l : git@gitsvn−nt . oru . se:software / ndt_core_public . g i t
vers ion : melodic−devel

mapping/ndt_tools :
type: g i t
ur l : git@gitsvn−nt . oru . se:software / ndt_tools_publ ic . g i t
vers ion : melodic−devel

mapping/velodyne_pointcloud_oru:
type: g i t
ur l : https:// github . com/dan11003/velodyne_pointcloud_oru . g i t
vers ion: master

The code base has been ported to ROS Melodic to match with the base navigation stack
currently in use in DARKO. The porting efforts can be summarised as follows: Updating the
code to use C++14 instead of C++11, workarounds for changes in liblz4-dev, bug fixes
relating to namespaces for custom messages, updating dependencies for ROS Melodic and
Noetic, updates in paths and topics to match the DARKO software architecture (D8.2).

Future versions of this implementation will include output from research in T3.1 that
is novel to DARKO, including deeper studies of alternative surface representations and
optimisation schemes for accurate mapping and localisation.

3 Heterogeneous map merging (T3.2)

We have ported the implementation of the auto-complete graph (ACG) [5] originally
developed specifically together with an older version of the graph_map and ndt_core
libraries from above, and ROS Kinetic, to work with the present version of these libraries,
and ROS Melodic.

Figure 2 shows an example of how the software looks when it is running. Alternatively
to the “uninformed” SLAM system from T3.1 (robust_mapping), when using ACG for SLAM,
the robot is localised with NDT-MCL using a 2D NDT map extracted from the current shape
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Figure 1: Geometric 2D and 3D maps from the ORU robotlab, created with the DARKO
prototype mapping system. The 3D NDT-OM map is shown with purple ellipsoids, and a 2D
map for planar navigation has been extracted from the underlying point cloud. A 3D point
cloud map is also generated, but not shown in this picture.

of the prior map, while a sensor-based NDT submap is being created. Corners and walls
extracted from the sensor-based map are associated to corners and walls in the prior with
edges in the ACG, and the graph is repeatedly optimised with a set of two robust back-ends
in tandem (a Huber kernel followed by dynamic covariance scaling [6]), in order to deal
with large numbers of false corner associations.

The rosinstall snippet below lists the code base used – excluding external dependencies.

mapping/Auto−Complete−Graph:
type: g i t
ur l : https:// github . com/MalcolmMielle/Auto−Complete−Graph . g i t
vers ion: master

The porting effort can be summarised as follows: Updating dependencies for ROS
Melodic and Noetic, bug fixes relating to namespaces for custom messages, more param-
eterised launch files (less hard-coded configurations).

4 Maps of dynamics (T3.3)

The D3.1 prototype implementation also includes code for several types of maps of dynamics
(MoDs), meant to enable the system to adapt to site-specific motion patters. We include
CLiFF-map [7], STeF-map [8], and Gaussian mixture model trajectory maps (GMMT) based
on Bennewitz et al. [9].

The code base includes software for learning these long-term map representations as
well as map servers used to serve the maps to other parts of the DARKO system, such as
global motion planning and long-term human motion prediction.
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Figure 2: Demonstration of the auto-complete graph (ACG). The prior map (in this case
extracted from a crude line drawing) is shown with black lines (corneras as brown squares).
The current live sensor data (2D lidar) is shown with red points. The particle cloud, used in
an MCL implementation that localises the sensor data against the prior map, is shown as red
arrows.

Figure 3 shows an example of a CLiFF-map (T3.3) from this implementation, overlayed
on top of a geometric map (from T3.1).

mods/mods_ros:
type: g i t
ur l : https:// gi tsvn−nt . oru . se/darko/ software /mod_ros . g i t
vers ion: darko−i n t e g r a t i o n

Concretely, the following has been done to make earlier work available to this project:
Adding motion-intensity layer to the ROS implementation of CLiFF maps, updates in

paths and topics to match the DARKO software architecture (D8.2)

5 Reliability-aware mapping (T3.4)

Although the initial software for reliability-aware localisation and mapping (T3.4) were
originally not planned until D3.2 (“prototype implementation of map quality assessment
and localisation assessment tool”), we do include a prototype implementations within this
scope already in D3.1.

The first is a refactoring of the CorAl method for verification of scan alignment, which
has also been published in Adolfsson et al. [10]. This refactoring includes, in addition to
the previous 3D implementation, also extensions to 2D range data, including 2D radar
scans.

We have also started working on localisation risk maps, the first implementation of
which being an alignability map (see Figure 4). Prototype software for alignability mapping
is available below.

mapping/ a l i g nab i l i t y :
type: g i t
ur l : https:// gi tsvn−nt . oru . se/ software / a l i g n a b i l i t y . g i t
vers ion : master
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Figure 3: Example of CLiFF map (coloured arrows) overlayed on a 2D grid map.

Figure 4: An alignability map from a real-world warehouse environment. Red regions indicate
feature sparsity, which entails a higher risk of inaccurate localisation.
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